production of pipes and fittings in pvc-pe

Company
LA.RE.TER. located in Fiesso Umbertiano (Rovigo), 55 Km from Bologna and 102 Km from Venice has
been working for over 50 years in the field of production of thermoplastic material with the aim to
produce and commercialize pipes, fittings and accessories for different use. Our products are among
the most innovative of our sector. We have always matched to accompany innovation with expertise
and hard work and have achieved important internation recognition.
Our customers have complete faith in us and know that they can rely on qualified and updated services.
Deliveries and consulting services are offered through a business network composed of reliable
technicians/agents and a well organized distribution system.

Company vision
Our production management is flexible in order to reply within a short time to the requirements of
our customers. Colour, length, out- and inside dimensions are not binding. The customer has the
possibility of choice. For this reason we like to call ourselves ‘’ the boutique of pipes‘‘.

The company’s activity
Resins are processed in a modern and efficient plant. The production cycle starts in our research
laboratory where raw materials are inspected before they are used. Each activity is done on automatic
processing lines controlled by sophisticated data-processing systems. Inspection tests are performed
constantly as required by IQNET and CISQ ISO 9001:2000 certifications. Production management is
flexible to permit changes to production schedules at any time in order to quickly respond to orders.
Products are stored in a large and well-organized warehouse.
LA.RE.TER. Quality is guaranteed and certified by the Italian Institute for Plastics (IIP) and by CSTB –
AFNOR (NF).
PVC pressure pipes for conveying water, irrigation
and industrial applications.

our products
pipes

PVC pressure pipes

PVC sewer

Flame-retardant PVC NFE NFME

PVC telecommunication LST

PVC artesan wells

PVC construction

PVC-HDPE drainage

Pre-insulated

OUR PRODUCTS
FITTINGS

Pressure fittings

Fittings for costructions

Sewer fittings

Fittings for artesian wells

Micro-irrigation

PVC and HDPE preinsulated fittings

Irridrip – light dripping device

our certifications

PE fittings

FOREIGN MARKET
we are present in:
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Belarus
Bosnia
Burkina Faso
Cyprus
Croatia
Denmark
UAE
Ethiopia
Finland
France
Germany
India
Ireland
Iceland
Israel
Lebanon
Lithuania
Malta
Nigeria
Norway
Netherlands
Poland
Principality of Monaco
United Kingdom
Czech Republic

Romania
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Sweden
Switzerland
Ukraine
Uganda
Hungary
U.S.A.

LA.RE.TER. S.p.A.
Via Occhiobello, 732 - 45024 Fiesso Umbertiano (RO) - Italy
Ph. +39 0425 745 511 - Fax +39 0425 754 625
info@lareter.it - www.lareter.it

